QAYBTA KOWAAD

SHAHRACI


MADAXWEYNAHA J.D.S.

MARKUU ARKAY: Xaashida 1aad iyo tan 2aad ee Kacaanka 21kii Oktoobar 1969 iyo Sharciga 1aad.

MARKUU ARKAY: Sharciga 17, 18, iyo 19 ee 1dii Luulyo 76.

MARKUU ARKAY: Axdiga «Accession to the convention and protocol relating to the Status of Refugees»;

ISAGOO TIXGELINAAYA: Go'aankii Guddiga Siyaasadda iyo Golaha Wasiirrada ee 30.3.78

WUXUU SOO SAARAY

SHARCIGA SOO SOCDA:

Qod. 1aad


Qod. 2aad

Axdiga wuxuu yeelanayaa astaan sharci; wuxuuna ka mid noqonyaa sharciyada Dalka u yaal, waxaana lagu soo saari doonaa Faafinta Rasmiga ah ee Dawladda.

Muqdisho, 14 Maajo 1978

MADAXWEYNAHA J.D.S.

Jaalle S/Gaas Maxamed Siyaad Barré
LAW N. 23 14th May 78 The Convention to the Status of Refugees 1951 and the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees 1967, is hereby ratified.

THE PRESIDENT
OF THE SOMALI DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

HAVING SEEN: The First and Second Charter of the Revolution of 21st. October 1969 and Law No. 1,

HAVING SEEN: Laws 17, 18 and 19 of 1st July 1976,


TAKING NOTE: of the Approval of the Convention by the Polit-Bureau and the Council of Ministers of 30.3.1978.

Hereby promulgates the following law:

Art. 1

The Convention relating to the Status of Refugees 1951 and the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees 1967, is hereby ratified.

Art. 2

This Convention shall have the force of law in the territory of the Somali Democratic Republic and shall be Published in the Official Bulletin

Mogadishu 14 May 1978,

PRESIDENT
OF THE SOMALI DEM. REPUBLI
(Jaalle Maj. Gen. Mohamed Siad Barre)